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launched as Google’s Nexus 7 and from day one it has faced some flack and criticism regarding the quality of the software and
also the price. The tablet just wasn’t too popular in the market, thanks to some rough reviews and heavy criticism from the

Internet about the quality of the tablet. At the same time, HP Inc, the creator of the tablet, has been fighting quite a lot to defend
the device and said it was a great buy. In addition to that, several developers were already in touch with Google for the next

software version to enhance the software performance and to further improve the user experience. Chromebook OS has only
recently been made available to the public and as the reviews and criticism are coming in, the price of Google Chrome OS is
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also expected to increase. According to PCWorld, this is what is currently expected to happen. • Price: Google has already
offered the public the opportunity to buy a 3G Nexus 7 for $250 with the promise of a free 16GB of storage. However, it’s
going to cost you more to get one of the WiFi variants for $249. • Software: Google has already decided to release a new

software version that will launch on the 23rd of November and developers are already saying that the Chrome OS tablet will run
much better with that. • Improvements: It is expected that Google will improve the new Chrome OS software in order to make

the user experience better and to make it possible to load the software on the tablet.Q: Angularjs select multiple option not
being set in text box I am using AngularJS. In my form when I select a drop down with multiple select option. The selected
value is not being set in the text box. It's either blank or the default value. Here is the text box in question: Here is how I am

defining the drop down 82157476af
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